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Your presentation will outline how subcontractors 
can get involved in projects earlier to add more value 
during the preconstruction stage. For PCI, what is the 
business case for wanting to perform more design 
assist and early project work?

We find projects are more collaborative and successful 
during the execution phase of the work, which adds value 
for the owner and project team when PCI and other 
trades are involved in a design assist, design build or IPD 
format before the design is completed.

Is your preference for PCI to be involved early on 
every job? Or are there certain types of jobs where 
design assist doesn’t make sense?

It is PCI’s preference to be involved as early as possible on 
every job, this way we can bring more value to the project 
and ensure the project can hit the ground running when 
it’s time to build. 

I think design assist always adds value, especially on 
large and/or complicated projects.

Quick hitter simple jobs can be challenging for DA given 
the lack of time before the work is executed.

Everyone has struggled this year with supply chain 
challenges, which have created uncertainty in 
scheduling and cost estimating. How has PCI adapted 
to these challenges to reduce risk and provide clarity 
to customers?

PCI has worked very closely with our manufacturers and 
clients to be fully transparent about what lead times 
are and lock in material and delivery dates as early in 

the project as is feasible.  In addition, PCI warehoused 
materials for certain projects and became a metal stud 
manufacturer.  In our certain product lines (clean room, 
strut, insulation), in anticipation of the supply chain 
challenges, we bought stock of standard items, which 
have enabled jobs to proceed that otherwise would have 
been delayed for several months.  

What aspects of your preconstruction process is PCI 
aiming to innovate next? Do you have any planned 
technology implementations or workflow changes?

PCI has been prefabricating interior and exterior 
metal stud framing kits and panels, bathroom pods, 
exterior facades and clean rooms.  We are looking to 
expand these capabilities to more of our markets with 
our best practices. In the last 2 years, we became a 
manufacturer of metal studs and are looking to expand 
our manufacturing capabilities, which in turn supports 
advancing our prefabrication,  panelization and pod 
capabilities. In addition, we are working on improving 
and expanding model based estimating and fabrication 
as well as 5D-modelling more consistently.   

You’ve attended the Advancing Preconstruction 
conference a few times now. What is it about this 
conference that makes you want to come back year 
after year?

Building great relationships with clients and peers as 
well as and learning best practices and innovations from 
others at the conference.

Victoria Cowan
Director of Integrated Design & 
Construction
Performance Contracting Group
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At a time of supply chain chaos, material and labor inflation is making cost estimating and project scheduling incredibly difficult. Yet preconstruction professionals must 

continue to provide enough certainty to clients to get projects moving and procurement contracts signed.

At the 7th annual Advancing Preconstruction 2022 conference you’ll hear how contractors are evolving their best practices to continue winning work and reduce risk. That 

includes early procurement, enhanced value engineering, innovative contracts, more detailed cost tracking, and more.

You’ll also hear the very latest in hiring and training staff, model-based quantity take-off, data analytics, software implementation, VDC strategy, and other critical precon trends.

With five breakout tracks, there’s content here for everyone including clients, GCs, trades, and design firms. Whether you’re a senior executive looking to benchmark strategy 

or a rising star looking for technical education, this is the quintessential preconstruction conference.
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Align Cost, Scope & ScheduleIn an Era of Unprecedented Supply & Inflation Risk

 This conference stands alone in the AEC universe as a chance for forward thinking design phase building professionals 

to learn, collaborate and share successes and failures. The old model of fierce competition and silence among competitors 

must dissolve if we’re going to respond to today’s and tomorrow’s challenges.   

Beckenhauer Construction

 This event was well organized, ran seamlessly, and had a wide range of topics to reach all areas of preconstruction 

for companies large or small. ReArch Company
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